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Guided discovery learning combines didactic instruction presented by a teacher, lecturer, or author with a more student- and task-centered approach. Landamatics Instructional Design Theory has three basic strategies: Guided Discovery, Expository Teaching, and Combination Approach (Landa, n.d., 1974, 1999). This method proves to be effective in guided discovery, where the teacher provides a problem, context, and necessary tools for learning.

This study investigates the effects of Concept Attainment Model vs. Guided Discovery Model in teaching science, particularly in secondary schools. The guided discovery approach is widely used due to its effectiveness in promoting critical thinking and problem-solving skills among students.
Mapping-Guided Discovery Integrated Teaching Approach on the achievement and retention of chemistry students.

Nonetheless, as I had been acquainted with guided discovery techniques in some teacher training courses, I used it for the presentation and development of my teaching in physics. Instead of the traditional lecture teaching methods, how-to use a guided discovery approach in teaching primary mathematics is recommended. Teaching and learning processes using guided discovery learning conducted by students can make them more active. Guided discovery learning, through the use of various teaching methods, offers learners specific teaching methods.

- Field trips.
- Guided discovery.
- Guided discovery method that uses control in class discussion of learning models, methods of teaching social studies.

Guided Discovery Teaching Method was used to assist Form Two students at the school. The guided discovery method of teaching has facilitated the understanding of mathematical concepts by the students.

Lemov's field notes. Reflections on teaching, literacy, coaching, and practice.

To be honest, I both like and dislike guided discovery. The reasons for liking it include the systematic way of teaching. In a school situation, the guided discovery could be a useful method for a systematic way of teaching. Devault and Kriewall (1969), there is evidence that discovery techniques are more related to the development of mathematical and technological skills.

The eg-rule method is a way of teaching or learning that uses inductive reasoning. It is one of the concepts in discovery learning or guided discovery.
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